The variance of X-ray diffraction maxima is used in an investigation of the properties of thin gold films deposited on single-crystal KCI substrates. The state of the films depends on the temperature of the substrate during deposition. Crystallites having (100) and (111) orientations are present at temperatures below about 150°C, but no 111 reflexions are observed above this temperature. There is evidence of dislocations only for 100 reflexions and the dislocation density is a maximum at about 100°C, when the crystallite size is a minimum. The size is roughly constant for the 111 reflexions.
Introduction
Increasing use is being made of the variance as a measure of the breadth of X-ray diffraction profiles to provide information about the structural properties of polycrystalline materials. Wilson (1962 Wilson ( , 1963a has related the variance of a truncated region of a broadened profile to the crystallite size, the effect of strain, dislocations and other imperfections. Detailed experimental confirmation of the theory of diffraction broadening has mainly been confined to the measurement of particle size, (e.g., Langford, 1968b) , though strain and dislocations have also received attention (Mitra, 1964; Grimes, Pearson, Fane & Neal, 1970) .
On the other hand, there is considerable interest in the structure of thin metallic films evaporated on to single-crystal substrates and many studies have been made by means of electron microscopy (Maissel & Glang, 1970) . However, information on features such as the stacking-fault probability, strain, dislocation density and crystallite size is largely wanting. In what follows an attempt is made to deduce these parameters from the variance of diffraction lines from thin metallic films and at the same time the usefulness of the variance method in studies of this nature is assessed.
The processes occurring during the formation of the films include various thermal phenomena such as condensation, grain growth and aggregation, and diffusion, which are all thought to be dependent on the temperature of formation. It was therefore thought appropriate to relate the properties of the films to the temperature of the substrate during formation. In the present work the variance method has been used to study the variation of crystallite size and dislocation density with temperature for thin gold films deposited on single crystals of KCi.
Experimental considerations
The gold films were deposited in a metallic ultrahighvacuum system equipped with adsorption, ion and * Present address: C. I. F. Torres Quevedo, Serrano 144, Madrid 6, Spain.
Ti sublimation pumps. Baking the system enabled a vacuum of 10 -al torr to be attained and this decreased to 10 -8 torr while the films were being deposited. The KCI substrate crystals were cleaved in air before being mounted in holders in the vacuum system. Incorporated in the holders and in contact with the crystals were a series of heating resistors. The temperature of the substrate was controlled and measured by means of chromel-alumel thermocouples. An electron gun was used to evaporate the gold, since this avoids any serious contamination that may arise ifa metallic 'boat' is used. The thickness and rate of deposition of the films were monitored by means of a quartz crystal oscillator. Six samples were prepared, at substrate temperatures of 30, 75, 100, 150, 250 and 350~C. The thickness of the films was about 500 A, with a deposition rate of 5 A sec-1 Diffraction data for the six samples were obtained using a Picker powder diffractometer in the step-scan mode and filtered Cu K radiation, 36 kV H. T. and 18 mA tube current. The step length was 0.01 °(20) and the fixed-time technique was employed for scanning the diffraction lines. Times in the range 100 to 700 s were used, depending on the intensity of the line being studied. 1 ° divergence and antiscatter slits were used at low angles, with 2 ~ slits at high angles.
The receiving-slit aperture was 0.05 ° and 2 ° Soller slits were inserted in the incident and diffracted beams.
The slope and intercept of the variance-range function were obtained using the program of Edwards & Toman (1971) , after the appropriate range of linearity had been selected (Edwards & Langford, 1971 ). Corrections to the experimental values for the contribution from spectral broadening were made using data obtained by Edwards & Langford for Cu K~ radiation. In addition, the intercepts were corrected for geometric contributions, non-additivity and the effect of neglecting the inverse-range term of the variance function (Wilson, 1963c (Wilson, , 1970 .
Results
It was immediately apparent from the diffraction patterns for the gold films that only two kinds of orientation occur for the gold crystallites, with the (111) and (100) planes parallel to the surface of the substrate. At low temperatures the (111) orientation is dominant, but the proportion of crystallites in this setting decreases as the temperature of formation is increased and the number of crystallites in the (100) orientation increases. Owing to this marked degree of preferred orientation, fairly strong 200, 400, 111 and 222 lines occur for films prepared at temperatures below 150 °C, but no 111 or 222 reflexions were observed for higher temperatures.
Since the 111 and 222 reflexions are produced by crystals having a different orientation from those giving rise to the 200 and 400 lines, the structural properties of the two sets are likely to differ and have therefore been considered separately. In Figs. 1 and 2 the variance is represented as a function of the range of truncation a for the 200 and 400 reflexions and different substrate temperatures. The behaviour of the variance for the 200 line is of particular interest. If we consider the normal range of linearity (Edwards & Langford,1971 ), 10 to 20 mA [0.3°(20) to 0.6°(20) for the 200 line], it is evident that the variance does not vary linearly in this region. Approximations to a straight line will therefore produce different values of the slope k for different limits of range. This curvature cannot be removed by making a realistic adjustment to the background, as is normally possible in the variance method. However, the curvature decreases as the range of truncation is increased and at large distances from the centroid a good straight line is obtained (Fig. 1) . The experimental and corrected values of the slope in the linear region are listed in Table 1 . 0"0399 0"179 0"0335 0"160 100 0"1080 0"390 0"1020 0"370 150 0"0591 0"235 0"0530 0"217 250 0"0300 0"0366 0"0240 0"0284 350 0"0162 0"0609 0"0100 0"0427 In Figs. 3 and 4 the variance is given as a function of range for the 111 and 222 reflexions and various temperatures. These curves are linear over the normal range of linearity, indicating a different pattern of behaviour for the crystallites having a (111) orientation. The experimental and corrected values of the slopes and intercepts (W0) are listed in Table 2 . The only correction to the slope is for the contribution from the emission profile, but additional corrections have been made to the intercept for geometric aberrations and non-additivity, as indicated previously.
For all films except that prepared at 250°C, the slope of the 400 line, k400, is much greater than is predicted by the general theory of the variance method, and k400 cos 0400 is not equal to k200 cos 0200. This effect, coupled with the curvature of the variance function for intermediate ranges, suggested the introduction of an additional term in the variance-range polynomial, as is discussed in the following section.
Interpretation of results
(100)-oriented crystallites
In previous applications of the variance method to line-broadening studies it has been shown that to a good approximation the variance varies linearly with the range of truncation in the tails of a profile, where the intensity decreases linearly as the inverse square of the range. In practice the lower limit of range is normally set by the K~ satellite group which introduces a step in the variance function (Langford, 1963a) . The normal range of linearity starts a short distance beyond this step, the upper limit being decided by the statistical accuracy with which the background can be determined.
It has been shown by Langford & Wilson (1963) that a mis-setting of the background level leads to a curvature of the variance function through the introduction of a term varying as a 3. This curvature is removed by making small adjustments to the back- ground subtracted from the observed line until the best straight line is obtained. However, for the 200 and 400 reflexions the 'true' background would have to be negative for the variance to increase linearly over the normal range, indicating that the variance itself has an inherent curvature independent of any missetting of the background level. An additional term in the variance polynomial is therefore required to account for this curvature and for the difference in slope between the 200 and 400 reflexions. The observed curvature can be ascribed to a term varying as the inverse of the range, due to small crystallites as reported by Edwards & Toman (1970) and Wilson (1971) , to a particular distribution of strain, or to the presence of dislocations. for the 200 line. This is appreciably greater than the values obtained experimentally and the curvature is therefore not attributable to crystallite size. A Gaussian or Cauchy distribution of strain affects the slope of the variance-range function, the total contribution to the slope being (Wilson, 1963b) 0cn 2 k~=kps+ z~2d ° tan 0 for a Gaussian distribution (1) and c~n k,=kps+ zc2d0 tan 0 for a Cauchy distribution,
where kps is the usual contribution to the slope from crystallite size and ~ is a constant proportional to the width of the functions. Application of equations (1) and (2) to the 200 and 400 lines yields a negative crystallite size in the case of a Cauchy strain distribution and a size appreciably greater than the thickness of the film in the Gaussian case. Both the above explanations of the curvature were therefore disregarded (b) and the presence of dislocations was considered.
Dislocations
The variance of the diffraction profile for a specimen in which dislocations are present is (Wilson, 1963b) -~p 0" + 2Q log a + W0.
(3) (c)
rv(a)
If the slope is calculated from chords drawn at different ranges, equation (3) and Q= for an edge dislocation.
87~2A 2 In equations (3) to (6) A is the average distance between dislocations, 7 is the angle between the direction of the dislocations and the normal to the diffracting planes, n is the pitch of the screw, l is the order of the reflexion and q=S0.t, So being the reciprocal-lattice vector and t the Burgers vector of the dislocation. Since log (0-d0-,) _ ~ (0-)-1
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According to this theory the difference between the slopes of the variance-range functions for the 200 and 400 reflexions is given by Ak cos 0=k4oo cos 04oo-kaoo cos 8200 =M2( 2Q400 _ 2Q/00 ) <0">400 COS 8400 <0">200 COS OZO0 " (11) From the definition of Q it follows that Q4oo=4Q2oo, and the presence of dislocations provides a plausible explanation for the residual curvature if the value of R = 2QM 2, obtained from the experimental curves, can also account for the difference in slope for the 200 and 400 reflexions. The following procedure was therefore adopted:
(a) The values of R were deduced for the various samples from a plot of k<o> aginst l/(a>.
(b) Using this value of R, Ak cos 28ca~c was obtained from equation (11).
(c) A comparison between the calculated and experimental values of Ak cos 28 then shows to what extent the above explanation is valid. If it is acceptable, then the average distance between dislocations and dislocation density (0o) can be deduced from R. k<o> is plotted as a function of <a> for the 200 lines in Fig. 5 and the values of the slope R/cos28 are listed in Table 3 . Ak cos 8ca1¢ derived from these values and Ak cos 8exp are also given in Table 3 and there is close agreement for films prepared at 75, 100 and 150°C. The agreement is not so good for the case of 350°C, but in every instance the calculated and experimental values are of the same order of magnitude. The discrepancy was thought to be small enough to justify the calculation of A and 0o (dislocations/cmz) from R and these are listed in Table 4 . The values obtained in this way for 0D are of the same order of magnitude as those reported in the literature for thin films, from observations made using electron microscopy (Neugebauer, 1970) . 
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Ak" cos 0exp Ak" cos 0,,zc R/cos' o" 75 0"074 0"059 0"0223 100 0"147 0"155 0"0498 150 0"093 0"076 0"0250 350 0"019 0"032 0"0115 The values of the apparent crystallite size obtained from equation (12) are given in Table 5 . It can be seen that the size decreases as the temperature of formation increases from 75 to 100°C and then increases with temperature. 
(111 )-oriented crystallites
The variance for the 111 reflexions for all samples behaves as predicted by the general theory of the method. A range of 10 to 20 mA produced a good straight line with only a slight adjustment being made to the observed background. The behaviour of both slope and intercept of the variance function is consistent with small crystallites being the dominant source of broadening for these reflexions and there is close agreement between the sizes derived from these parameters (Table 6 ). There is no reason why the agreement should be exact, as the apparent sizes based on the slope and intercept depend on the 'true' size, defined as the cube root of the volume of the crystal- lites, through the variance Scherrer constant K~ and /Lv, where Lv is the taper parameter (Wilson, 1962) . However, for the 111 reflexions from non-spherical crystallites these factors are not likely to differ by more than 20-30 %. The apparent size based on the intercept of the variance function and listed in Table 6 is given by
Estimation of errors
There is an error in the slope of the variance function arising from statistical fluctuations in the observed intensities. This error has been calculated using the procedure described by Wilson (1967) and is typically about 0"01% for a strong line, increasing to about 0.1% for a weak line. The usual procedure for applying the variance method neglects an inverse term in the variance-range function (Edwards & Toman, 1970) . In this case the additional error in the slope is not greater than about 4 %.
The present work discusses a method for determining the contribution to the variance from dislocations, the average distance between dislocations being obtained from the variation of k@) with @)-1. This variation is closely linear (Fig. 5 ) and the standard deviation in slope and hence in A and • can be calculated in the usual way. For the data listed in Table 4 , the error in A for samples prepared at temperatures up to 100°C is about 2 % and is about 1% for higher temperatures of formation. The total error in A and ~o is therefore unlikely to exceed 6°,/0 and that in e is slightly less.
Dependence of crystallite size and dislocation density on temperature o f formation
From the foregoing it can be seen that the structural properties of the crystals having (111) and (100) orientations differ appreciably. Reflexions from (111) crystallites appear to be broadened only by the small size of the crystals, aside from instrumental effects, and this broadening is fairly constant at formation temperatures below 150 °C for the samples for which these reflexions are available. The average value of the apparent size in this case is about 200 A.
Reflexions from crystals having a (100) orientation contain a contribution which cannot be accounted for in terms of crystallite size and small strains, but there is evidence that it can be attributed to the presence of dislocations. For these reflexions the crys-tallite size is dependent on the temperature of formation, decreasing over the range 75 to 100°C and then increasing. On the other hand, the dislocation density increases over this temperature range and then decreases with increasing temperature. From these considerations it appears that the maximum distortion of the gold lattice occurs at about 100°C, the approximate temperature at which the change from (111) to (100) orientation occurs for thin films of gold prepared under identical conditions. Tapia & Mendiola (1972) , using the (100) pole diagram for these films, have shown that below 100°C there are some zones with poles around the theoretical position of the (111) planes in a stereographic projection. Above this temperature the zones disappear and poles are found in regions corresponding to the theoretical (100) positions. The imperfections observed in the films at 100°C are probably a consequence of this change of orientation.
Conclusions
It has been demonstrated that the variance of X-ray diffraction profiles from thin gold films can provide information about the structural properties of the films. In particular, the crystallite size and density of dislocations have been determined. Only crystallites having a (100) orientation with respect to the KCI substrate were found to have a measurable quantity of dislocations, the density and crystallite size being dependent on the temperature of formation. Films prepared at 100°C were found to have the smallest crystallite size and the highest density of dislocations.
There is ample evidence that homogeneous strain is inappreciable in the crystals with (Ill) orientation, since the corrected intercepts of the variance functions obtained in the usual way are consistent with crystallite size being the dominant source of broadening. Owing to the inherent curvature of the variance function for the (100)-oriented crystals, in this case the intercepts cannot be determined with certainty. Nevertheless, a consideration of the slopes of the 200 and 400 lines and also curvature of the variance function suggest that neither a Gaussian nor a Cauchy distribution of strain is present in these crystallites.
